
Film Investigation                                   Adam Forgione 

 

In almost all heist films there is always that incredibly suspenseful scene in which the 
character is either about to be caught or an alarm is to be triggered. This suspense gives the 
overall film a sense of excitement and action to it which is what movie audiences love. Most 
heist movies have a planning sequence in which the characters are narrating what will be 
undertaken during the heist. Heist films also have something go wrong during their mission 
which generates a shock for the audience and a new plotline to follow as the characters 
have to face this new challenge. 

Frank Oz’s 2001 film ‘The Score’ starring Robert De Niro, Edward Norton and Marlon Brando 
is about a theft of an expensive item essentially a heist. This film has a key heist movie 
planning sequence in which the planning shows their obstacles that they will face in order to 
steal the item. I any heist movie there is the event in which things start to take a turn for the 
worst. In ‘The Score’, De Niro’s character Nick, is betrayed by Norton’s character Jack in 
which the stolen sceptre must be handed over to him. This engages the new plotline when 
Nick eventually tricks Jack into thinking that Jack still has the sceptre. The film involves 
several elaborate shots and characters which each have their own purposes in terms of the 
heist. 

Peyton Reed’s 2015 film ‘Ant-Man’ starring Paul Rudd, Evangeline Lilly, Michael Douglas, 
Corey Stoll and Michael Peña is a cross-genre film mixing superhero, heist and comedy into 
one film. In the films planning sequence it involves several shots of the locations and rooms 
of the heist plot. This is done to accompany the narration of Douglas’ character Hank Pym, 
to make the heist seem more interesting and to make the long narration less boring. The 
comedy used for this film is simple humour based on character reactions and actions like 
slapstick comedy or unusual lines of dialogue. 

Phil Lord and Chris Miller’s 2012 film ’21 Jump Street’ starring Channing Tatum, Jonah Hill, 
Dave Franco and Ice Cube is a comedy about two under-cover cops. The comedy in this film 
is well-written and very funny. The comedy used is mature and almost dark humour. 

Sean Anders’ 2014 film ‘Horrible Bosses 2’ starring Jason Bateman, Jason Sudeikis, Charlie 
Day, Jennifer Aniston and Chris Pine has elements of a heist movie whilst having hilarious 
scenes using mature humour. During the planning scene to their criminal plan (not a heist), 
it shows how they will execute their plan. Not only does it show the locations but the 
narration complements everything that they plan to do during their money-getting scam. 
The hilarious aspects to it is that their entire plan goes south incredibly fast as well as being 
funny as they insult each other because of their failed plan. 

F. Gary Gray’s 2003 film ‘The Italian Job’ starring Mark Wahlberg, Charlize Theron, Jason 
Statham and Edward Norton is a heist movie about a heist that goes wrong when a group of 
thieves are betrayed by their colleague, so the group attempt to steal back their “earnings”. 
During this heist movie, we see the group setting up for their heist however unlike most 
heist movies we don’t know what they are planning. It’s a surprise to the audience and gives 



them a sense of wonder as the audience tries to figure out what they’ve done. Like many 
heist movies, ‘The Italian Job’ has a suspenseful sequence during the heist and a moment 
where something goes wrong. 



Film Ideas                                                Adam Forgione 

 

Idea 1: “Bounty Hunters” 

A short film with a science fiction and western genre. The film will feature a group of bounty 
hunters in a futuristic steam-punk world. The film will be set in a bar or an open area which 
will be the lead up to a short fight with low life thugs as these bounty hunters are wanted 
criminals. A majority of the film will be explanations of each bounty hunters backstory of 
how they became bounty hunters and how they have their own certain set skills. The 
western vibe will be created from stills similar to those used in western films. The shots will 
mostly compose of wipe by cuts and consists of almost B-Roll footage while the clips are 
being narrated. 

 

Idea 2: Untitled Action Music Video 

A music video to accompany music composed on GarageBand by one of my school friends. 
The music video will be action themed and will involve a high energy chase between two 
characters or several characters. To compliment my friends high energy music, several 
intense action packed shots and scenes will be used to match the music whilst also creating 
a visually pleasing video. To create this film, many of the shots will include point of view 
shots, shaky cam and handheld camera shots. This will be filmed in either a suburban place 
full of obstacles or a long park with several trees and playgrounds. 

 

Idea 3: Untitled Comedy Heist 

A short film of a young adult undergoing a heist. The people who hired him to take on the 
heist has little knowledge that the young adult is very unskilled and very immature. The 
video will have a feel that it will try to be serious but nothing goes the characters way 
therefore giving the film a comedic vibe. The target audience is teenagers or pre-teens and 
to get the comedy for this audience, I will use general slap-stick comedy and more mature 
or dark comedy. Incorporations of modern popular culture will support the comedic value of 
the film. This would be filmed either in a building or a large property.  

 

Idea 4: “Holmes” 

A Sherlock Holmes fan is pretending to be a detective but stumbles across a dead body. The 
fan becomes emotional and scared because it is a traumatic experience of seeing the 
corpse. However he overcomes this and assists crime investigators and police to solve the 
crime and constantly thinking to himself. “What would Sherlock do?” The film will be under 
a form of murder mystery genre which would incorporate small elements of comedy. In 
terms of murder mysteries, shots are usually taken to show how the detective thinks the 



murder happened each time a new clue erupts. Acting is important as we need to establish 
the characters in terms of whose telling the truth and who’s not telling the truth. 

 

Idea 5: “Alone on your Own” 

A first person film filming an actor’s point of view perspective. It shall start with a campout 
in the woods with some friends and suddenly it goes south very quickly. The person 
becomes stranded and lost in the woods and it shows the survival story. The type of survival 
that the person encounters will be resourceful accurate survival techniques to avoid 
scepticism and to provide slight education whilst also being entertaining. To avoid 
repetition, multiple occurrences will happen so that nothing will happen twice.  



Interview for Feedback 
 

Strengths – Different inspirations (western, Sci-Fi, comedy), backstory montages, group not 
superhero (characters have been through a lot, not angels, like anti-heroes). 

Improvements – Improve making the backstories clear, make them different. 

Problems – Struggle with location, editing all the elements together. 

Better – More really defined backstory’s, costumes, eras. 

Suggestions – Don’t do dubstep. Make safe fighting scenes. Introduce character backstories 
and stills during fight scene. 

 

Reflection: 
During my interview about my initial ideas for my film ‘Bounty Hunters’ I was 
given honest feedback about my strengths, improvements and problems as 
well as what could make it better and suggestions. The person I interviewed 
was a friend from outside school. She told me that my strengths were my 
different inspirations from different film genres, my idea of backstory 
montages and the style of the characters. I need to improve making the 
backstories of the characters more clear, initialising who they are, where they 
come from and what they can do. In link to this, I need to make each of the 
characters different to each other to avoid similarity and repetition. A problem 
that could arise would be finding a suitable location that ties in well to what 
the goal of the characters is. Another problem that was pointed out was the 
editing for the fight scene and giving the montages a real montage feeling will 
take a lot of time and could be difficult to bring the shots together. To make 
this better for audience viewing, I was given the feedback to have really 
defined backstories making them entertaining and engaging, effective, 
colourful and creative costumes as well as easy-to-determine eras of character 
backstory and setting. I was given the suggestion to not use dubstep music as it 
won’t tie in and won’t be as enjoyable to a majority of viewers as well as to 
ensure that the fight scene is safe for the actors to create during filming. 
Another suggestion was made but not recorded on the video and that was to 
introduce each character’s backstory during the fight scene to save more time 
as well as to get an exciting and fierce pose from the characters for the stills. 

  



Adam Forgione



Log Line
A group of steam-punk bounty hunters take on a low life 
crook and his goons whilst also being introduced with 
backstory montages.



Storyline
A gentlemanly figure walks through the woods. A laser bolt fires past 
him and a criminal stands there. The gentleman opens up a hologram 
of this criminal as he is wanted. A small conversation begins as 
henchmen dressed in black emerge behind the criminal. Three other 
people emerge behind the gentleman. A narration begins as the 
gentleman begins to introduce his friends as bounty hunters. A fight 
sequence engages between the criminal and his henchmen and the 
bounty hunters. During the fight scene several stills are shown when 
each bounty hunter is shown in a western type still and are each given 
a short backstory montage. A former boxer with metal arms (who 
punches people), a large demolition expert (explosives), a female 
assassin (also punches people, and throws and kicks etc) and the 
gentleman reveals himself as an orphaned martial artist (cane). The 
fight ends and the gentleman captures the crook. The film ends when 
they all have their backs to the camera and a western still ends the film 
with the line “we are the bounty hunters”.



Shooting Schedule
I have not yet planned specific dates for filming, I expect to 
do the principal photography during the Term 2 Holidays (24th

of June – 10th July).

Due to characters and different locations, I expect to film 
over the course of five different days.

These days can be organised within the two weeks of 
holidays.



Locations
• The main location is for the fight scene. This can be filmed in 

Warrandyte or other large open parks, with minimal 
housing.

• My house
• Friend’s houses
• Streets



ACTORS



The Gentleman - Myself
I fit my own intended look for The Gentleman in terms of 
facial look and height. Because it’s my own film, I will know 
how to act for the role of The Gentleman.



Tex Ander (The Boxer)- Nick Brunker
Nick has the desired look for 
Tex. He has long hair and facial 
hair which is what I intend for 
Tex. Nick also has the build and 
height for Tex. Nick has also 
acted in my films before which 
worked quite well proving that 
he is capable of acting and that 
he is reliable.



Dan O’Mite (Demolition)- Harrison Lane
Harrison fits my intended build for 
Dan. Harry is a very funny person 
which will give more believability 
and humour to Dan’s one liners. As I 
have done drama classes with Harry  
in the past, I am completely aware 
that he is an incredibly talented actor. 
Harry also completed year 12 media 
last year and understands what it is 
like to do filming for this kind of 
project.



Artemis (Assassin)- Chelsea Jones
Chelsea showed enthusiasm when I 
spoke to her about the film and 
wanted to be in it. I have done 
drama classes with Chelsea and 
know that she is a very talented 
actor and is very capable of being 
in the film.



Kurt Stone (Bad Guy)- Declan Basil
My intention is for Kurt to have 
facial hair. My friend Declan 
has quite a bit of facial hair 
and doesn’t intend to shave it 
off. I have done drama classes 
with Declan and know he is a 
very capable actor and can 
easily nail the role. 



Back-Up Actors + Extras
Back-Up Males/Henchmen Back-Up Females/Female

Extras
Additional Minor Characters

Kyle L Talia Z Matthew C (Child Gentleman)

Liam W Alex G

Carter S Bridie O

Alex K Tessa M

Darien G Milly E



Props
• Cane
• Robot Arms
• Grenades
• Small Gun

Each Prop will be additionally painted or will have added 
features to give a steampunk look.



Production Design
• I intend to have my film featuring western type stills. This 

involves the character in a freeze frame, they become 
almost cartoonish whilst a colour in the background comes 
up, also showing a title card.

• I also wish to include montage flashbacks. This would 
involve several cuts and effects to create a visually pleasing 
montage whilst introducing the characters backstories.





Music and Sound
• I’m hoping to get my friend, Dimitri to make a song for my 

film. Dimitri has been known to make excellent music on the 
program Garage Band.

• If he is unable to do this, I can get royalty free music from 
Incomptech.com.

• For sound effects, I can either make them in Foley or 
download from a royalty free sound website.



Costumes
• Each characters costume is unique in some way, reflecting 

who they are and what they can do. Each aspect of the 
costume can be bought from second-hand shops.



The Gentleman
The Gentleman will be wearing a trench-coat either black or 
grey and either a top hat or bowler hat. 



Tex Ander
Tex will be wearing a western type costume with a cowboy 
hat. However, in light of his former boxing, the costume will 
have light colours.



Dan O’Mite
Dan’s costume is a more casual look that has elements to it 
that makes the character look bigger than he is. He will also 
have several fake bombs on belts over his torso. 
A red t-shirt, brown pants and several belts.



Artemis
Artemis has a dark look about her. Black clothing which 
includes: black jacket, black skirt, black leggings, belt and 
black boots.



Kurt Stone
Kurt stone is a typical western villain. Cowboy like clothes 
however contrasted to the heroes. Therefore the costume will 
have blacks and greys.



Henchmen
Black clothing and black masks and hoods. For writing 
purposes, the henchmen should wear pantyhose stockings 
over their heads as masks.



Length
I intend for my film to be around 5-7 minutes long. This is so 
that I can capture the fight scene and montages well, 
allowing all characters to be introduced and keeping the 
audience engaged.



Considerations
• In terms of the “weaponry” I have to be careful to ensure 

that they aren’t too realistic looking. Otherwise people 
passing through could get concerned and call the 
authorities.

• Due to the montages, I will have to film this over several 
days.

• My actors live in different locations, so I have to find shoot 
days that appeals to them all.

• When shooting the fight scene, I need to choreograph it so 
that it’s both entertaining for the audience and safe for the 
actors.



Intention                                                  Adam Forgione 

I am going to create a short, science fiction (western inspired) film. The film will be 
entertaining and will showcase creative film techniques, editing and writing to provide short 
entertainment for lovers of science fiction and western films and television shows. The film 
will deliver a clever and alternate way to establish characters into a narrative or film, 
providing inspiration for those planning on making similar films in the future. The costumes 
and props show the audience that even with a small budget, a film can still look good 
through creativity and through being imaginative. 

My main idea, is to not focus on a linear narrative storyline, but to focus on backstory 
montages. Each Bounty Hunter will have a short backstory montage illustrating how they 
each became Bounty Hunters. These sequences will be stylised, creative and gives insight 
into where each character comes from in terms of their background and personalities. 

The intended themes for my film are unity and differences. The differences in that despite 
the characters are all different, different personalities, characteristics, backgrounds and 
style; they form as a team and these differences are ignored. Power in numbers is a big part 
as not only the villain has his team, but the Bounty Hunters work together at all times to get 
the job done. 

I intend to use detailed, creative and colourful costumes and props to show the differences 
between each character and how each character has their own set skills and personalities.  
They will also provide inspiration for future filmmakers, to show them how with ingenuity, 
low budget made props and costumes can look good. My props and costumes will have a 
steampunk look, this is my intended idea that although the film could be set in the past, it 
has a futuristic vibe to it. 

I will incorporate bright, vibrant and creative special effects to add to the science 
fiction/western vibe. These special effects will add to the narrative as well as looking 
spectacular. 

The music I intend to use will show originality as I hope to use original music made by my 
friend. The music will start out western styled, hinting the conventions of a western movie 
and then change to rock/modern music hinting that the genre of the film has changed to the 
sci-fi steampunk genre that is initially intended. 

 



Audience                                                 Adam Forgione 

My film will be made for teenagers who enjoy films and television shows in the science fiction and 
western genres. These are the type of people who enjoy watching films and shows such as; ‘Star 
Wars’, ‘Doctor Who’ and ‘Legends of Tomorrow’ for example, and for those who appreciate and 
enjoy the conventions of 20th Century Western films. They enjoy these as they are entertaining, 
visually appealing and have a non-realistic feel to them providing excitement as well as having well-
executed stories. 

Many “cosplayers” will appreciate the steampunk style costumes and props. This will not only inspire 
them but it allows them to appreciate and enjoy the overall film I will present. Steampunk involves 
dull colours and creative ways of combining old age mechanisms and turning them into machines. 
Steampunk is fun to dress up in and fun to create and fans of this style will appreciate my use of it. 

My film appeals to fans of slick, fast-paced films, such as ones of Guy Ritchie. I will be using what is 
known as ‘The Guy Ritchie Effect’ in which a character is in freeze frame and colours come over to 
introduce them. This effect will act as my western stills. They will be colourful and will incite 
excitement into fans of this type of film style. 

My film is fast-paced and action-packed, my film would therefore appeal to an audience of movie 
lovers who enjoy action movies running at a fast pace. They would also appreciate the creative ways 
in which the Bounty Hunters take out their enemies. Most of the excitement from action films is how 
the main protagonist gets out of dangerous situations using creative and “fun for the audience” 
fights and escapes. 



EXT. FOREST – DAY 

Establishing shot of forest. 

Followed by a shot of almost crumpled wanted poster on ground. The 
wanted poster is then trampled on by a cane. Walking feet in forest. 
Walking torso in forest. Walking while in forest. 

KURT is playing around with his weapon while he faces the camera 
(MS). GENTLEMAN steps into fame out of focus as he speaks focus is 
changed. 

 

GENTLEMAN 

I wouldn't be doing that if I were you. 

 

Shot changes, and KURT fires weapon at GENTLEMAN. GENTLEMAN dodges 
bolt of energy. 

 

KURT 

You've made a big mistake kid. 

 

GENTLEMAN 

(Pulls out a wanted poster of KURT) 

This is you? They really didn't get your nose right. 

 

KURT 

Shut it! If I were you I'd walk away. 

 

GENTLEMAN 

Now why would I do that? 

 

KURT 

Because me and my buddies are about to kick your sorry butt. 

 

Henchmen come out behind the trees. Shot of KURT and henchmen. 
Freeze western still introducing "Kurt Stone (and a bunch of dumb-
asses)" 
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KURT  

(Continuation) And you're all alone. 

 

GENTLEMAN 

Who says I'm alone? 

 

Shot of henchman who gets punched across the face by a metal arm. 
TEX steps out and is introduced with western still. 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Tex Ander, former champion boxer now cyborg. Tex was a legend, fight 
after fight, and win after win until one day some sore loser decided 
to cut his arm off. No longer allowed to fight in the ring with his 
new "enhancement" Tex was a loss. That is until I found him and took 

him under my wing. 

 

Accompanied by shots of boxing in a ring, boxing a punching bag, arm 
getting cut off (don't see) and punching a bag with metal arm. 
Followed by shots of the GENTLEMAN reaching out to TEX who grabs his 
hand with his metal one. End of first backstory. 

 

ARTEMIS jumps out (either from above or from the side) and beats up 
two henchmen with a series of complicated martial arts techniques. 
Finishes in stance. Western still. 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Artemis, the assassin. Artemis is a born and raised assassin with 
deadly skills. Top of her ranks and most deadly, however she was 
born with a moral compass and therefore refused to kill. Resulting 
in her being banished by her own sisters. In an attempt to redeem 

herself, I was her target, however I made her an offer she could not 
refuse and here we are. 

 

Accompanied by shots of training as an assassin with others, 
sparring, almost killing someone, walking away, and attempting to 
kill GENTLEMAN. 

 

Another shot of henchman. Hiding behind a tree DAN hands him a 
grenade. 
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DAN 

Hey, hold this.  

 

HENCHMAN 

Sure...wait. 

 

Shot of DAN hiding behind the tree, shaky cam emphasizes explosion. 
DAN smiles. Western still 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Dan O'Mite, explosives expert. 

 

Dan breaks fourth wall and talks to camera/gentleman. 

 

DAN 

Hang on Hang on. Can I please do it? 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Fine 

 

DAN (narration) 

Ok, ok, Dan O'Mite, explosives expert and sexy legend. I like to 
watch things blow up. So I do it myself. I use lots of stuff lying 
around and I test it. So basically I like to blow *censor* up. A 
lot. And then this loser came up to me and was like "oh hey, I'm 

Captain Goody Goody, wanna join my squad?" And I was like "yeah, got 
nothing better to do". I'm done. 

 

Accompanied by shots of DAN making bombs from over the shoulder, 
explosion shots, shots of DAN smiling, when GENTLEMAN meets DAN, 
what DAN says is mouthed by gentleman. 

 

KURT looks around as his goons are defeated. He tries to run but the 
GENTLEMAN uses his cane to catch his groin, KURT's face of pain as 
he falls to the ground. GENTLEMAN spins cane. Western still. 
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GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Oh pardon me, where are my manners, I'm the gentleman. When I was 
young my parents were killed in front of me. My master found me and 
trained me as a gentleman and how to fight in a gentlemanly manner. 
My master bestowed upon me, my father’s cane and told me to make the 
world a better place. So I stepped out and found Tex, Artemis and 
Dan. 

 

Accompanied by shots of dead parents, child being found by older guy 
face isn't shown, training, leaving with fathers cane and repeats 
shots of GENTLEMAN meeting other bounty hunters. 

 

KURT is on the ground crawling backwards and shoots at GENTLEMAN who 
blocks the fire with his cane. 

 

A pair of handcuffs fall from the GENTLEMAN's hand. Pull focus from 
KURT’s frightened face to handcuffs. 

 

POV shot from KURT of bounty hunters gathering around him. Western 
still. 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Who are we? We're the Bounty Hunters. 
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Scene # Shot # Shot Size Duration Location
1 1 LS 0:00:03 Forest
1 2 CU 0:00:04 Forest
1 3 CU 0:00:02 Forest
1 4 CU 0:00:02 Forest
1 5 CU 0:00:02 Forest
1 6 MCU 0:00:07 Forest
1 7 MS 0:00:01 Forest
1 8 MS 0:00:01 Forest
1 9 CU 0:00:03 Forest
1 10 CU 0:00:05 Forest
1 11 CU 0:00:04 Forest
1 12 MS 0:00:03 Forest
1 13 LS/MLS 0:00:12 Forest
1 14 ECU 0:00:02 Forest
2 1 CU 0:00:02 Forest
2 2 CU 0:00:10 Forest
2 3,8 Varies 0:00:08 Boxing Ring
2 9 CU 0:00:03 Boxing Ring
2 10 CU 0:00:06 Punching Bag
2 11 MS 0:00:03 Punching Bag
2 12 MS 0:00:01 Punching Bag
2 13 CU 0:00:03 Punching Bag
3 1 MLS 0:00:03 Forest
3 2,6 CUs, ECUs 0:00:10 Forest
3 7 MS 0:00:03 Forest
3 8 LS 0:00:03 Assassin Complex
3 9 MS 0:00:06 Assassin Complex
3 10 MCU 0:00:01 Assassin Complex
3 11 MCU 0:00:01 Assassin Complex
3 12 MCU 0:00:01 Assassin Complex
3 13 MCU 0:00:01 Assassin Complex
3 14 MCU 0:00:03 Assassin Complex
3 15 MS 0:00:09 Gentleman's House
3 16 MCU 0:00:03 Gentleman's House
4 1 MCU 0:00:07 Forest
4 2 CU 0:00:07 Forest
4 2,3 CU 0:00:04 Forest
4 3 CU 0:00:02 Forest
4 4 MCU 0:00:05 Garage
4 5 CU 0:00:02 Garage
4 6 ELS 0:00:04 Field
4 6,7 ECU 0:00:02 Field
4 8 MS 0:00:01 Garage
4 9 MCU 0:00:05 Garage
4 10 MCU 0:00:07 Garage
5 1 LS/MLS 0:00:08 Forest
5 2 CU 0:00:02 Forest
5 3 ECU 0:00:02 Forest
5 4 ECU 0:00:02 Forest



5 5 MLS 0:00:02 Forest
5 6 MS 0:00:06 Forest
5 7 MS 0:00:04 Street
5 8 CU 0:00:01 Street
5 9 ECU 0:00:01 Street
5 10 ECU 0:00:02 Street
5 11 MLS 0:00:08 Gentleman's House
5 12 MCU 0:00:02 Gentleman's House
5 13 CU 0:00:02 Gentleman's House
5 14 MS/CU 0:00:04 Punching Bag
5 15 MS/MCU 0:00:06 Gentleman's House
5 16 MS/MCU 0:00:05 Garage
6 1 MCU 0:00:02 Forest
6 2 CU 0:00:02 Forest
6 3 MS 0:00:02 Forest
6 4 ECU 0:00:04 Forest
6 5 MCU 0:00:05 Forest

Total: 0:04:04



Description
An establishing shot of Forest.

Crumpled wanted poster on the groud which is then trampled on by a cane.

Feet walking in the Forest with cane.

Person walking shot of torso with cane in hand.

Person walking shot of head.

KURT is playing with his gun, GENTLEMAN enters from a distance behind him.

After GENTLEMAN's line, KURT turns around and shoots at GENTLEMAN.

GENTLEMAN dodges bolt of energy.

KURT: "You've made a big mistake kid".

GENTLEMAN pulls out wanted poster, "Is this you? They really didn’t get your nose right."
KURT: "Shut it! If I were you I'd walk away".

GENTLEMAN: "Now why would I do that?"

KURT begins line, Henchman enter from behind him, Freeze Western Still.

GENTLEMAN: "Who says I'm alone?"

Henchman in frame for short period of time, punched in face by metal arm.

Henchman slow motion reaction, henchman drops, revealing TEX, Freeze Western Still.

TEX fighting people in boxing ring, accompanied by narration.

TEX's reaction to getting his arm cut off.

TEX's arm before "accident" punching a bag. Pulls back and changes to metal arm punching.

TEX fixes punching bag, looks down in sadness, gets tapped on the shoulder.

GENTLEMAN with arm reached out towards  TEX to shake his hand.

TEX shakes GENTLEMAN's hand with his metal one.

Two henchmen stand near trees, ARTEMIS jumps out behind them.

ARTEMIS defeats the two henchmen with a series of complicated martial arts techniques.

ARTEMIS finishes in pose,  Freeze Western Still.

Assassin Line-Up, all wearing black, ARTEMIS stands among them.

ARTEMIS fights other Assassin's in "friendly" sparring.

ARTEMIS knocks sparring partner to the ground. (Shot of ARTEMIS).

ARTEMIS knocks sparring partner to the ground. (Shot of opponent).

ARTEMIS gets thrown a knife, a silent order to kill her opponent.

Opponent closes eyes in failure.

ARTEMIS throws knife to the ground and walks away.

ARTEMIS sneaks up on the GENTLEMAN sitting down in his home and attempts to kill him.

GENTLEMAN gets up, hands raised, reaches hand out to her in which she shakes.

Henchman stands, hand gives henchman grenade, "Hey hold this." "Sure…wait."
Shot of DAN hiding behind the tree, shaky cam emphasises explosion, DAN smiles and tosses grenade to other hand, Freeze Western Still.

DAN breaks fourth wall and talks to camera, wishing to do his own narration.

Freeze Western Still for the second time.

(OTS) DAN working on making explosives.

DAN removes work goggles and smiles.

Explosions footage (non-copyright). 

Explosions transition to a large smile on DAN's face.

GENTLEMAN meets DAN.

GENTLEMAN speaks but dialogue is being filled in by DAN.

DAN speaks: "Yeah, got nothing better to do." Freeze, DAN continues to narrate.

KURT looks around, sees his henchmen defeated, tries to turn and run.

GENTLEMAN throws up his cane a little catching it at the end and thrusting it forward.

Cane passes through the middle of KURT's legs and catches his groin.

KURT's face of pain.



KURT is flipped forward.
GENTLEMAN spins cane, rests it on his arm, Freeze Western Still.
Parents of GENTLEMAN lie dead on street, flashes of camera.
Young sad GENTLEMAN looking down then looks up.
Old man hand gives thumbs up against torso.
Young hand shakes old hand.
GENTLEMAN training with stick.
Old man (OTS), GENTLEMAN stands in front.
Old hands hand GENTLEMAN's cane to the gentleman.
Repeat of GENTLEMAN  meeting TEX.
Repeat of GENTLEMAN meeting ARTEMIS.
Repeat of GENTLEMAN meeting DAN.
KURT crawls backwards and shoots towards camera.
GENTLEMAN blocks energy bolt with cane.
KURT still on the ground is being faced by the four Bounty Hunters.
Handcuffs fall out of the GENTLEMAN's hand and focus changes to look through hole at a frightened KURT.
KURT's POV of the four Bounty Hunters surrounding him. Freeze Western Still.



Shot of DAN hiding behind the tree, shaky cam emphasises explosion, DAN smiles and tosses grenade to other hand, Freeze Western Still.
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EXT. FOREST – DAY 

Establishing shot of forest. 

Followed by a shot of almost crumpled wanted poster on ground. The 
wanted poster is then trampled on by a cane. Walking feet in forest. 
Walking torso in forest. Walking while in forest. 

KURT is playing around with his weapon while he faces the camera 
(MS). GENTLEMAN steps into fame out of focus as he speaks focus is 
changed. 

 

GENTLEMAN 

I wouldn't be doing that if I were you. 

 

Shot changes, and KURT fires weapon at GENTLEMAN. GENTLEMAN dodges 
bolt of energy. 

 

KURT 

You've made a big mistake kid. 

 

GENTLEMAN 

(Pulls out a pocket watch which reveals a hologram wanted poster of 
KURT) 

This is you? They really didn't get your nose right. 

 

KURT 

Shut it! If I were you I'd walk away. 

 

GENTLEMAN 

Now why would I do that? 

 

KURT 

Because me and my buddies are about to kick your sorry butt. 
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Henchmen come out behind the trees. Shot of KURT and henchmen. 
Freeze western still introducing "Kurt Stone (and a bunch of dumb-
asses)" 

 

KURT  

(Continuation) And you're all alone. 

 

GENTLEMAN 

Who says I'm alone? 

 

Shot of henchman who gets punched across the face by a metal arm. 
TEX steps out and is introduced with western still. 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Tex Ander, former champion boxer now cyborg. (End western still)  

Tex was a legend 

 (Boxing an opponent in fight, pre-fight)  

Fight after fight, and win after win  

(Several punches have been dealt, knocks opponent down) 

 Until one day some sore loser decided to cut his arm off. 

(Loser angered, grabs knife and runs towards TEX. TEX’s facial 
expression of losing his arm) 

 No longer allowed to fight in the ring with his new "enhancement" 
Tex was a loss. 

(Boxing a punching bag with good arm, punches with robot arm and 
nearly breaks it, fixes it back into position) 

 That is until I found him and took him under my wing. 

(GENTLEMAN meets TEX and shakes his hand.) 

 

 

ARTEMIS jumps out (either from above or from the side) and beats up 
two henchmen with a series of complicated martial arts techniques. 
Finishes in stance. Western still. 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 
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Artemis, the assassin. (End western still.) 

 Artemis is a born and raised assassin with deadly skills. 

(Assassin Line-up)  

Top of her ranks and most deadly 

(Fights with other assassin) 

 However she was born with a moral compass 

(Receives knife, opponent closes eyes in failure) 

 And therefore refused to kill. Resulting in her leaving the only 
thing she’s ever known. 

(Throws knife down and leaves) 

 In an attempt to redeem herself, I was her target, however I made 
her an offer she could not refuse and here we are. 

(Attempts to kill GENTLEMAN but instead he offers for her to be a 
Bounty Hunter and they shake hands.) 

 

Another shot of henchman. Hiding behind a tree DAN hands him a 
grenade. 

 

DAN 

Hey, hold this.  

 

HENCHMAN 

Sure...wait. 

 

Shot of DAN hiding behind the tree, shaky cam emphasizes explosion. 
DAN smiles. Western still 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Dan O'Mite, explosives expert. 

 

Dan breaks fourth wall and talks to camera/gentleman. 

 

DAN 

Hang on Hang on. Can I please do it? 
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GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Fine 

 

DAN (narration) 

Ok, ok, Dan O'Mite, explosives expert and sexy legend. (End western 
still). 

 I like to watch things blow up. So I do it myself. I use lots of 
stuff lying around and I test it. 

(Making explosives. Removes goggles and smiles) 

 So basically I like to blow *censor* up. 

(Explosions going off) 

 A lot. 

(Smiles) 

 And then this loser came up to me and was like "oh hey, I'm Captain 
Goody Goody, wanna join my squad?" And I was like "yeah, got nothing 

better to do". I'm done. 

(Conversation between GENTLEMAN and DAN) 

 

KURT looks around as his goons are defeated. He tries to run but the 
GENTLEMAN uses his cane to catch his groin, KURT's face of pain as 
he falls to the ground. GENTLEMAN spins cane. Western still. 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Oh pardon me, where are my manners, (end cane spin) 

I'm the gentleman. (End western still). 

When I was young my parents were killed in front of me. 

(Shot of tape in shape of bodies, bright flash of camera, YOUNG 
GENTLEMAN looking sad) 

My master found me 

(Thumbs up of master) 

And trained me as a gentleman and how to fight in a gentlemanly 
manner. 

(Training with cane) 

My master bestowed upon me, my father’s cane and told me to make the 
world a better place. 
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(Gets cane and heads out with hat) 

So I stepped out and found Tex, Artemis and Dan. 

(Repeat shots of GENTLEMAN meeting his “colleagues”) 

 

KURT is on the ground crawling backwards and shoots at GENTLEMAN who 

blocks the fire with his cane. 

 

A pair of handcuffs fall from the GENTLEMAN's hand. Pull focus from 

KURT’s frightened face to handcuffs. 

 

POV shot from KURT of bounty hunters gathering around him. Western 

still. 

 

GENTLEMAN (narration) 

Who are we? We're the Bounty Hunters. 
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Scene # Shot # Shot Size Duration Location Description
1 1 LS 0:00:03 Forest An establishing shot of Forest.
1 2 CU 0:00:04 Forest Crumpled wanted poster on the groud which is then trampled on by a cane.
1 3 CU 0:00:02 Forest Feet walking in the Forest with cane.
1 4 CU 0:00:02 Forest Person walking shot of torso with cane in hand.
1 5 CU 0:00:02 Forest Person walking shot of head.
1 6 MCU 0:00:07 Forest KURT is playing with his gun, GENTLEMAN enters from a distance behind him.
1 7 MS 0:00:01 Forest After GENTLEMAN's line, KURT turns around and shoots at GENTLEMAN.
1 8 MS 0:00:01 Forest GENTLEMAN dodges bolt of energy.
1 9 CU 0:00:03 Forest KURT: "You've made a big mistake kid".

1 10 MS 0:00:05 Forest GENTLEMAN pulls out wanted poster, "Is this you? They really didn’t get your nose right."
1 11 CU 0:00:04 Forest KURT: "Shut it! If I were you I'd walk away".
1 12 CU 0:00:03 Forest GENTLEMAN: "Now why would I do that?"
1 13 LS/MLS 0:00:12 Forest KURT begins line, Henchman enter from behind him, Freeze Western Still.
1 14 ECU 0:00:02 Forest GENTLEMAN: "Who says I'm alone?"
2 1 CU 0:00:02 Forest Henchman in frame for short period of time, punched in face by metal arm.
2 2 CU 0:00:10 Forest Henchman slow motion reaction, henchman drops, revealing TEX, Freeze Western Still.
2 3,8 Varies 0:00:08 Boxing Ring TEX fighting people in boxing ring, accompanied by narration.
2 9 CU 0:00:03 Boxing Ring TEX's reaction to getting his arm cut off.
2 10 CU 0:00:06 Punching Bag TEX's arm before "accident" punching a bag. Pulls back and changes to metal arm 
2 11 MS/CU 0:00:03 Punching Bag TEX fixes punching bag, looks down in sadness, gets tapped on the shoulder.
2 12 MS 0:00:01 Punching Bag GENTLEMAN with arm reached out towards  TEX to shake his hand.
2 13 MS 0:00:03 Punching Bag TEX shakes GENTLEMAN's hand with his metal one.
3 1 MLS 0:00:03 Forest Two henchmen stand near trees, ARTEMIS jumps out behind them.
3 2,6 CUs, ECUs 0:00:10 Forest ARTEMIS defeats the two henchmen with a series of complicated martial arts techniques.
3 7 MS 0:00:03 Forest ARTEMIS finishes in pose,  Freeze Western Still.
3 8 LS 0:00:03 Assassin Complex Assassin Line-Up, all wearing black, ARTEMIS stands among them.
3 9 MS 0:00:06 Assassin Complex ARTEMIS fights other Assassin's in "friendly" sparring.
3 10 MCU 0:00:01 Assassin Complex ARTEMIS knocks sparring partner to the ground. (Shot of ARTEMIS).
3 11 MCU 0:00:01 Assassin Complex ARTEMIS knocks sparring partner to the ground. (Shot of opponent).
3 12 MCU 0:00:01 Assassin Complex ARTEMIS gets thrown a knife, a silent order to kill her opponent.
3 13 MCU 0:00:01 Assassin Complex Opponent closes eyes in failure.



3 14 MCU 0:00:03 Assassin Complex ARTEMIS throws knife to the ground and walks away.

3 15 MS 0:00:09 Gentleman's House ARTEMIS sneaks up on the GENTLEMAN sitting down in his home and attempts to kill him.

3 16 MS 0:00:03 Gentleman's House GENTLEMAN gets up, hands raised, reaches hand out to her in which she shakes.

4 1 MS 0:00:07 Forest Henchman stands, hand gives henchman grenade, "Hey hold this." "Sure…wait."
4 2 CU 0:00:07 Forest Shot of DAN hiding behind the tree, shaky cam emphasises explosion, DAN smiles and 

4 2,3 CU 0:00:04 Forest DAN breaks fourth wall and talks to camera, wishing to do his own narration.

4 3 CU 0:00:02 Forest Freeze Western Still for the second time.

4 4 MCU 0:00:05 Garage (OTS) DAN working on making explosives.

4 5 CU 0:00:02 Garage DAN removes work goggles and smiles.

4 6 ELS 0:00:04 Field Explosions footage (non-copyright). 

4 6,7 ECU 0:00:02 Field Explosions transition to a large smile on DAN's face.

4 8 MS 0:00:01 Garage GENTLEMAN meets DAN.

4 9 MCU 0:00:05 Garage GENTLEMAN speaks but dialogue is being filled in by DAN.

4 10 MCU 0:00:07 Garage DAN speaks: "Yeah, got nothing better to do." Freeze, DAN continues to narrate.

5 1 LS/MLS 0:00:08 Forest KURT looks around, sees his henchmen defeated, tries to turn and run.

5 2 CU 0:00:02 Forest GENTLEMAN throws up his cane a little catching it at the end and thrusting it forward.

5 3 ECU 0:00:02 Forest Cane passes through the middle of KURT's legs and catches his groin.

5 4 ECU 0:00:02 Forest KURT's face of pain.

5 5 MLS 0:00:02 Forest KURT is flipped forward.

5 6 MS 0:00:06 Forest GENTLEMAN spins cane, rests it on his arm, Freeze Western Still.

5 7 MS 0:00:04 Street Parents of GENTLEMAN lie dead on street, flashes of camera.

5 8 CU 0:00:01 Street Young sad GENTLEMAN looking down then looks up.

5 9 ECU 0:00:01 Street Old man hand gives thumbs up against torso.

5 10 ECU 0:00:02 Street Young hand shakes old hand.

5 11 MLS 0:00:08 Gentleman's House GENTLEMAN training with stick.

5 12 MCU 0:00:02 Gentleman's House Old man (OTS), GENTLEMAN stands in front.

5 13 CU 0:00:02 Gentleman's House Old hands hand GENTLEMAN's cane to the gentleman.

5 14 MS/CU 0:00:04 Punching Bag Repeat of GENTLEMAN  meeting TEX.

5 15 MS/MCU 0:00:06 Gentleman's House Repeat of GENTLEMAN meeting ARTEMIS.

5 16 MS/MCU 0:00:05 Garage Repeat of GENTLEMAN meeting DAN.

6 1 MCU 0:00:02 Forest KURT crawls backwards and shoots towards camera.

6 2 CU 0:00:02 Forest GENTLEMAN blocks energy bolt with cane.



6 3 MS 0:00:02 Forest KURT still on the ground is being faced by the four Bounty Hunters.

6 4 ECU 0:00:04 Forest
Handcuffs fall out of the GENTLEMAN's hand and focus changes to look through hole at a 
frightened KURT.

6 5 MCU 0:00:05 Forest KURT's POV of the four Bounty Hunters surrounding him. Freeze Western Still.
Total: 0:04:04























Codes and Conventions                                    Adam Forgione  

 

Camera Techniques and Equipment 
The camera I will use for my film is a Nikon D3200. It is a camera that I have been using for 
years and am quite familiar with. Other camera equipment that will be used are a 50mm 
Lens and a tripod. The 50mm lens will help me get nice looking close ups and the tripod will 
hold the camera steady.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To emphasise an explosion in one shot. I will shake the camera a little bit, this will hint that there is 
an explosion but nothing will be shown in shot. When The Gentleman walks through the forest (see 
Storyboards and Shot list) I will have someone holding the camera steadily in front of me as I walk. I 
also intend to do some follow shots in which the camera moves around whist shooting. 

For the character Dan, his backstory will feature several explosions. These explosions will be footage 
from Royalty Free stock footage videos of explosions so I don’t have to pay for them and they’re not 
copyright protected. 

 

Acting 
I chose myself as the role of The Gentleman as his character is quite complex and as the 
director I know how I want to have him be played. 

My school friend Nick Brunker was chosen to play Tex. He was an 
obvious choice as he fits my intended character look and has worked 
with me in my films before so I know he is reliable.  

 

 

 



Chelsea Jones was chosen as the role of Artemis. Chelsea expressed 
interest in helping me out with my film and she offered to do her own 
costume. Chelsea and I have done theatre classes together before so I 
know she is talented and capable of filming.  

 

 

 

Harrison Lane was chosen for the character Dan. Harrison has the 
intended look I have for the character as well as having a very funny 
personality, a perfect match to Dan. Again, Harrison has done 
theatre classes with me and I know he is a talented and capable 
actor.  

 

 

Declan Basil was chosen to play Kurt. Although Declan wasn’t my first 
choice for the role of Kurt, Declan was always going to be asked to 
participate in my film. Luckily Declan has part of the intended look I 
was going for as well as doing theatre classes with me thus I know he 
is capable.  

 

 

For the smaller roles (henchmen, assassins, boxer), I have chosen some of my theatre class 
friends for convenience as well as their willingness to help others. They are also capable and 
talented actors and can easily portray their small roles easily. 

 

Mise en Scene 
Locations and Set 

The main scene of my film will be filmed in Warrandyte State Park. My intention was to 
have a forest location which looks secluded. I have found a location within the park that has 
no view from paths or houses nearby and is very unlikely to be interrupted by locals and 
visitors.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Tex’s backstory, which includes a boxing match and him punching a boxing bag, I have 
chosen to shoot this in Nick’s garage and the street. Nick has a boxing bag and gym set up 
therefore making it convenient to film.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Artemis’ backstory, I will shoot it in a park near my house as it is close and has the 
intended look in a part of it like a secluded forest. 

For Dan’s backstory, I will shoot it in my friend’s garage (Liam P.). Liam’s garage has a bench 
with lots of tools which can act as Dan’s work bench. 

For The Gentleman’s backstory I will shoot it in my house and on my street as I feel it has 
the kind of vibe I desire. 

 

 

 

 

 



Props 

Due to my heavy influences of science fiction, western and steampunk fiction I have a great 
number of props carried out by different characters. ‘The Gentleman’ will carry a metal cane 
which I found at a local Salvation Army. ‘Tex’ has a metal arm which was made out of PVC 
pieces, dowel, an old soccer shin guard, wire, cheap bike bell pieces and a glove which were 
spray painted sliver and stuck together. Underneath the arm will be a blue sleeve which will 
be key lighted out making it look like the metal arm is all the character has. ‘Dan’ has 
grenades which are old deodorant cans spray painted a chrome copper colour with wires 
attached to them. Kurt’s gun was made with a cheap electronic toy gun which was spray 
painted and painted over with silver. Other props I will use in my film (knife, boxing gloves, 
tea) are props I already had which are safe to use as the knife is made of rubber.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Costumes 

 

 

 

 

The Gentleman Tex Ander Artemis Dan O’Mite Kurt Stone 

-Top Hat (Bought 
at a costume 
shop) 
-Trench coat 
-Undershirt 
-Trousers 

-Cowboy Hat 
(Bought at a 
costume shop) 
-Jacket 
-Jeans 
-Bandana 

-Black Hooded 
Cloak 
-White Shirt 
-Black Skirt 
-Black Stockings 

-Red Shirt 
-Jeans 
-Belts 

-Black 
Cowboy Hat 
(Bought at a 
$2 shop) 
-Black jacket 
-Black Pants 

Henchmen Other Assassins Opponent Boxer Master 
-Black Stockings 
(over head) 
-Black clothes 

-Black clothes -Shorts 
-Singlet 
-Boxing  Gloves 
-Hoodie 

-Cloak 



Editing 
To edit my film I will use Adobe Premiere which is a program I am familiar and comfortable 
with. My editing will feature backstory montage sequences. These will be cut quickly and 
will feature different wipes to emphasise a montage. My film will also feautre several special 
effects which will be edited in Adobe After Effects.  

For Dan’s backstory, there is a short sequence of explosions. For this, I have found several 
free stock footage clips of explosions from BlinkFarm and Videezy. 

My metal/robotic arm will be edited by having my actor wearing ablue sleeve and wearing a 
metal arm over the top. The blue sleeve will be lit the blue will be taken out using keylight. 
This gives the illusion that the metal arm is the only part of the arm there. 

To create a laser bolt that is shot from a gun I will create a mask and make a pat of the 
direction of fire. From there I duplicate the mask and change the feathering of each mask to 
give the effect of a glowing laser. 

The hologram effect will be done by creating a glowing box around my wanted poster which 
will be create din Adobe Photoshop. The blue box will be tracked to a pocket watch to give 
the look of the hologram coming out of the watch. 

For my western stills introduction. I will use a freeze frame and use different colour 
corrections over the characters. Then I will add grunge wallpapers I found online/edited in 
Adobe Photoshop to add behind and add a title card.  

For reference of Special Effects editing, see Production Exercises #1 & #2’s Intentions and 
Evaluations. 

 

 

 

 

 

Lighting 
I intend to use the natural lighting of the main scene. It would help if the weather was grey 
or cloudy so it can add to the dark themes of my film. For other scenes, I intend to use large 
lighting or when shooting a dark scene I will use a large bright source of light. For example, 
the scene where Tex hits a boxing bag, it will be dark but a bright light will shine on the arm, 
this can be done with a torch or plug in spot light. Tex’s arm needs to be well lit to avoid 
shadows on the blue making it easier to remove the blue in editing. Managing this light will 
be tricky as we need to keep the key light matched. 



 

Sound 
I will use many sound effects for all the different actions happening. This includes punching 
sounds for the fight scenes and laser guns for the laser gun and many others. These can be 
found on royalty free sound websites such as freesound.org. A spaghetti western song will 
be added to the sequence from a royalty free website. This will be followed by a rock 
instrumental song/s I found on incomptech.com called ‘Broken Reality’ and ‘Welcome to the 
Show’ to accompany the action sequences and backstories.  



Production Notes


































































